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Suncoast	Campaign	for	Grade-Level	Reading	Mind
in	the	Making	Facilitator	Institute:	February	28	–
March	2,	2017

In	response	to	its	inspiring	effect	throughout	our	region,	the
Suncoast	Campaign	for	Grade-Level	Reading	is	offering	the
community	another	opportunity	to	change	the	world	one
individual	at	a	time	through	the	Mind	in	the	Making	Facilitator
Institute!

Mind	in	the	Making	shares	the	science	of	children's	learning	with
the	general	public,	families	and	professionals	who	work	with
children	and	families.	The	Seven	Essential	Skills	Learning
Modules	are	a	set	of	eight	modules	which	draw	on	brain
development	research	to	inform	practices	that	lead	to	better
outcomes	for	children.	The	Mind	in	the	Making	Facilitator	Institute
will	train	30	community	members	to	facilitate	the	Seven
Essential	Skills	Learning	Modules	throughout	the	Suncoast
region.

Each	individual	interested	in	a	full	scholarship	to	the	Facilitator
Institute	should	complete	a	short	application.	Applications	must
be	submitted	electronically.

The	application	can	be	found	at	the	following	link:
https://goo.gl/forms/0gA9QT96WtCS2Eu63

Each	interested	agency	or	organization	should	also	submit	an
electronic	application.	Only	one	application	per	agency	or
organization	is	necessary	regardless	of	the	number	of	individuals
applying	to	be	a	facilitator.	Applications	must	be	submitted
electronically.

The	application	can	be	found	at	the	following	link:
https://goo.gl/forms/vfqqwikv8O7oir3t2

Suncoast	Campaign	for	Grade-Level	Reading	incentives	will	be
offered	to	participating	individuals,	agencies	and	organizations.

These	incentives	are	available	for	individuals,	organizations	and
agencies	participating	as	facilitators	for	Mind	in	the	Making	–
Seven	Essential	Life	Skills	Learning	Modules.	A	complete	training
includes	presenting	all	8	modules	to	one	cohort.	Each	cohort
must	graduate	a	minimum	of	12	people	in	order	to	qualify	for	all
the	incentives.	Graduation	entails	the	successful	completion	of	6
out	of	8	modules.

We	strongly	encourage	initial	registration	of	20	people	in	each
cohort,	to	allow	for	last	minute	cancellations	and	attrition.	

1.	 Each	organization	providing	a	facilitator	for	a	scheduled
training	or	each	unaffiliated	facilitator	will	receive	a	gift	of
$500	once	registration	has	reached	15	people.	Upon
successful	completion	of	the	8th	module	with	a	total	of	12
or	more	graduates	(a	graduate	is	considered	to	be
someone	who	completes	a	minimum	of	6	out	of	8
modules)	and	a	submission	of	a	blog	entry	about	their
experiences,	a	bonus	gift	of	$500	will	be	issued	to	each
organization	or	unaffiliated	facilitator.	We	encourage
collaboration	across	agencies,	each	participating	agency
or	unaffiliated	facilitator	will	be	eligible	for	these	gifts.	

2.	 Each	8-module	training	program,	with	at	least	15
registered	participants,	will	be	eligible	to	receive	$2,000	to
help	pay	for	a	meal	and	childcare	at	each	session.	If
registration	exceeds	15	participants,	additional	money	to
cover	the	cost	of	the	meal	will	be	provided	at	$15	per
person	for	each	person	over	15.	Training	materials	for	the
first	two	trainings	for	each	facilitator	are	included	as	part	of
the	Community	Facilitator	Institute.	Materials	for	each
additional	training	are	available	at	a	cost	of	$5	per
participant.	The	Patterson	Foundation	will	cover	these
costs	through	March	2018.

	For	more	information,	please	contact	Beth	Duda	at
bduda@thepattersonfoundation.org

Click	on	The	Count	
for	more	fun!

One	Year	Old		
"Ah,	Ah,	Ah"

While	babies	don’t	“play”	in
the	way	that	we	often	think
of—pushing	trains	around
a	track	or	feeding	a	baby
doll—they	are	eager	to
explore	the	objects	and
interact	with	the	people
they	see	every	day.	At	this
age,	play	is	not	just	about
toys,	it’s	about	interaction
—anything	from	singing	a
song	to	your	baby	as	you
change	his/her	diaper,	to
cooing	and	smiling	back-
and-forth	with	him/her.
Loving	and	playful
experiences	like	these	help
your	baby	learn.

Here	are	some	fun	ways	to
interact	with	your	baby	in
the	early	months:

1.	Offer	interesting	objects
for	your	baby	to	look	at.
You	will	see	that	as	you
move	an	interesting	object
slowly	from	side	to	side,
your	baby	will	follow	it	with
her/his	eyes.	This	is	called
tracking	and	is	one	of	the
first	ways	that	young
babies	explore	the	world
while	building	their	visual
skills.

2.	Offer	interesting	objects
to	touch.	You	can	bring	the
objects	close	so	your	baby
can	touch	them	and	begin
to	learn	about	how
different	objects	feel.	This
helps	her/his	to	learn
through	her/his	senses.
Exploring	objects	with
eyes,	and	later	hands	and
mouth,	also	helps	babies
discover	how	different
objects	work	and	what	they
do.	This	helps	your	baby
become	a	good	thinker
and	problem-solver.

Source:	ZERO	TO	THREE

Two	Years	Old		
"Ah,	Ah,	Ah"

"One	of	my	favorite	times
with	Mommy	is	when	we
read	books	together.	It
feels	so	cozy	and	warm	to
snuggle	up	with	her.	My
favorite	part	is	when
Mommy	shows	me	a	few
books	and	then	lets	me
pick	which	one	I	want.	She
probably	wonders	why	I
pick	the	same	book	day
after	day.	But	it	makes	me
feel	so	smart	when	I	know
what	the	book	is	about	and
can	recognize	the	pictures.
I	love	seeing	kids	doing
things	I	do,	like	playing	in
the	sandbox,	or	pictures	of
things	I	see	where	I	live—
like	the	doggies	playing	in
the	yard.	I	always	point	at
the	cover	and	say,	'dog!'
and	I	always	point	to	the
right	picture	when	Mommy
asks	me,	'Where’s	the	boy
on	this	page?'	When	we
get	to	the	page	where	the
boy	is	bouncing	a	ball,	she
shows	me	how	to	bounce	a
ball.	She	always	claps	for
me	when	I	try.	What’s	great
is	that	Mommy	doesn’t
sweat	it	when	I	keep
turning	back	to	my	favorite
page,	or	if	I	just	flip	through
the	book	in	10	seconds
flat!	She	just	laughs	and
says	that	there	are	a	lot	of
ways	to	have	fun	with
books."	–	Baby

Source:	ZERO	TO	THREE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E45ZZKPXX80
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-kMsBMh6Ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkUWDvRS9gM


Babble	On
Don't	be	afraid	to	babble.	When	your	child	starts	to	make
noises,	treat	it	like	a	real	conversation	and	mimic	the	sounds
right	back.	See	how	many	times	you	can	go	back	and	forth.

Brainy	Background	
powered	by	Mind	in	the	Making

All	kinds	of	'conversations'	help	to	build	babies'	brains—even
when	they	are	still	learning	how	to	talk.	By	following	your
child's	lead	and	responding,	you're	sparking	the	connections
she/he	needs	for	language	and	communication	later	on.

Vroom	is	FREE.	When	you	download	the	app,	click	"you	were
referred,"	and	place	a	checkmark	next	to	"FL	Suncoast	CGLR."

Click	here	to	download	with	itunes.

Click	here	to	download	for	Android	phones.

Click	here	to	download	for	Amazon	Kindle.

What	do	you	do	with	the	mad	that	you	feel?
–	Fred	Rogers

Repurposed	from	the	Suncoast	Campaign	for	Grade-Level	Reading	Blog.

I	was	in	line	at	the	deli	counter	after	work	one	evening	last	week.
The	deli	was	understaffed	and	there	was	quite	a	line,	so	I	found
myself	people	watching	for	several	minutes.	I	watched	two	couples
who	hadn’t	seen	each	other	in	quite	a	while	get	caught	up	on	what
had	been	happening	in	their	lives.	I	witnessed	an	older	gentleman
give	up	on	trying	to	pronounce	Gruyere,	relying	instead	on	just
pointing	at	the	block	of	cheese	through	the	glass	counter.	Then,	I
noticed	a	beautiful	little	girl.	She	appeared	to	be	four	or	five	years
old.	I	first	noticed	her	because	of	the	natural	ringlets	in	her	hair,
and	then,	because	she	was	unselfconsciously	doing	a	little	dance
while	waiting	for	her	mother’s	deli	number	to	be	called.

Her	mother	and	her	father	appeared	to	be	in	conflict.	The	mother
wanted	the	father	to	place	her	deli	order	while	she	did	the	rest	of
the	shopping.	He	didn’t	want	to	and	was	in	a	separate	line	getting
a	sub	sandwich	for	himself.	The	girl	was	adorable,	and	I	wasn’t	the
only	one	being	entertained	by	her	movements.		I	caught	grins	on
the	faces	of	several	of	the	others	waiting	in	line.	Our	grins	quickly
turned	to	frowns	as	we	heard	a	voice	snap,	“Quit	it!		Can’t	you	be
still	for	even	one	minute?”	The	little	girl's	face	dropped	as	she
heard	her	mother’s	words.	She	looked	as	if	she’d	been	slapped.
She	said	quietly,	“But,	Mama…I’m	just	dancing.”	To	which	her
mother	replied,	“I	said,	quit	it!		Now	get	out	of	my	sight…and	go
stand	with	your	father.	If	he	won’t	help	me,	at	least	he	can	watch
you.”	The	Mom	didn’t	make	eye	contact	with	the	girl,	so	she	didn’t
see	the	hurt	that	was	so	evident	to	the	rest	of	us.	The	situation	got
worse	when	the	girl	arrived	at	her	father’s	side.	He	looked	at	her
and	said,	“Leave	me	alone,	go	stand	with	your	mother.”	To	which
the	mother	replied,	“Oh	great!		Just	great,	I’m	stuck	with	her	all	day
and	you	can’t	even	manage	to	pitch	in	for	5	minutes!”	In	the	matter
of	a	few	moments,	the	little	girl	went	from	happy	to	sullen	and
withdrawn.	My	heart	just	broke	for	her.	She	didn’t	know	her	mother
and	father’s	displeasure	was	with	each	other,	we	all	watched	her
internalize	it	and	blame	herself.	I	placed	my	order	and	went	on	with
my	shopping,	but	it	was	hard	to	shake	the	image	of	the	little
dancer	girl.	I	hoped	that	what	I	witnessed	was	a	rare	lapse	in
parenting,	not	an	example	of	how	the	little	dancer	girl	was	regularly
treated.

The	very	next	day,	I	headed	to	New	Orleans	for	the	Zero	to	Three
Conference.		At	the	conference,	I	attended	a	session	led	by	Dr.
Sarah	Watamura,	a	professor	at	the	University	of	Denver	and	an
Aspen	Ascend	Fellow.		At	that	session,	I	learned	the	fear	I	was
feeling	for	the	little	dancer	girl	is	well	founded.		It	turns	out	that
childhood	toxic	stress	can	be	the	cause	of	serious	health	and
mental	health	difficulties	later	in	life.		

CONTINUE	READING

~	Beth	Duda,	The	Patterson	Foundation,	Director,	SCGLR	

Three	Years	Old		
"Ah,	Ah,	Ah"

Help	your	child	make
connections	between	past
and	current	experiences.
This	nurtures	his/her
memory	and	helps	her/him
learn	how	to	make	logical
predictions.

Memory	is	crucial	for
learning	and	for	making
sense	of	the	world—its
people,	objects,	and	rules.
You	help	build	your	child’s
memory	when	you:

1.	Talk	about	his/her
day.	This	helps	his/her	put
events	in	sequence	and
see	how	they	are	related.
"Do	you	remember	when
we	took	our	walk	today,	we
saw	the	dogs	playing
frisbee	at	the	park?"

2.	Make	connections	to
past	events.	"Last	month
we	went	to	Grandma’s
house	and	the	two	of	you
planted	seeds.	Tomorrow
we	are	going	to	visit	her
and	you	will	see	how	your
seeds	have	grown	into
flowers."	Help	your	child
make	connections	between
past	and	current
experiences.	This	nurtures
her/his	memory	and	helps
him/her	learn	how	to	make
logical	predictions.

Source:	ZERO	TO	THREE

Share	the	Newsletter

Do	you	have	friends,
family,	colleagues	or
neighbors	who	you	think
would	be	interested	in
signing	up	for	the	monthly
0–5	Express	Newsletter?	

If	so,	please	share	by
using	the	grey	share	icons
at	the	very	bottom.

Research	shows	us	that
the	first	five	years	of	a
child’s	life	are	a	critical
time	for	brain	development
and	the	basis	for	future
success.	We	look	forward
to	sharing	engaging	news
and	updates	with	you
related	to	the	earliest
years	of	life.	The
Patterson	Foundation
respects	your	privacy	and
will	not	share	or	sell	your
contact	information.	

To	be	added	into	the
0–5	Express	newsletter
distribution	list,	please
click	HERE.	If	there	is
information	you	are
interested	in	learning
more	about,	email	the
Campagin.	

Connect	(English)

#GLReading
@SuncoastCGLR
Suncoast	CGLR	website
Newsletter	Sign	Up	

Connect	(Spanish)

@LeerPara3ro	
Facebook	

The	answer	to	last	month's
scramble	(above)	is...

NUMBER!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KkUWDvRS9gM
http://www.thepattersonfoundation.org/scglr-and-0-5-express-newsletters-signup.html
http://www.thepattersonfoundation.org/scglr-and-0-5-express-newsletters-signup.html
http://www.gradelevelreadingsuncoast.net/toxic-stress-and-promising-interventions/?preview=true


Click	the	quote	to	hear	a	special	song	my	Mr.	Rogers	♥

Founding	Network	Weavers

We	welcome	your	thoughts.	Contact	us	at	info@GradeLevelReadingSuncoast.net.	
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